Recently, deep learning based single image superresolution(SR) approaches have achieved great development. The state-of-the-art SR methods usually adopt a feed-forward pipeline to establish a non-linear mapping between low-res(LR) and high-res(HR) images. However, due to treating all image regions equally without considering the difficulty diversity, these approaches meet an upper bound for optimization. To address this issue, we propose a novel SR approach that discriminately processes each image region within an image by its difficulty. Specifically, we propose a dual-way SR network that one way is trained to focus on easy image regions and another is trained to handle hard image regions. To identify whether a region is easy or hard, we propose a novel image difficulty recognition network based on PSNR prior. Our SR approach that uses the region mask to adaptively enforce the dual-way SR network yields superior results. Extensive experiments on several standard benchmarks (e.g., Set5, Set14, BSD100, and Urban100) show that our approach achieves state-of-the-art performance.
INTRODUCTION
Single image super-resolution(SISR) [1] , has gained great research attention for decades, because it has been used in various computer vision applications, such as face hallucination [2] , object detection [3] , video compression [4] , etc. As a typical ill-posed issue, Single Image Super-Resolution(SISR) aims to generate a visually clear high-resolution image I SR from its corresponding single low-resolution image I LR .
Recently, deep learning based image enhancement methods [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] have achieved significant improvements over conventional SR methods on restoration quality. Among these methods, Dong et al. [5] proposed SRCNN, a three-layer CNN, to make the first attempt to learn a nonlinear mapping between LR and HR for image This EDSR reconstructs more clearly on the complex/hard region than SRCNN, but it reconstructs worse on the smooth/plain region than SRCNN. This reveals that it is suboptimal to incorporate a single model to process all regions.
SR. To accelerate the training and testing of image SR, FS-RCNN [6] extracts features from the LR inputs and upscales spatial resolution at the tail of the network. Lim et al. [7] built huge SR model called EDSR by using simplified residual blocks and achieved great improvement on restoration quality. LapSRN [13] , based on a cascaded CNN framework, takes an LR image as input and reconstructs different scale SR image for restoration, progressively. Zhang et al. [14] proposed Residual Dense Network(RDN) based on residual dense blocks(RDB) to fully exploit the hierarchical features from all the convolutional layers. Although each image region has different difficulty, above methods process them equally, thus the representational ability of CNNs in SR task is limited.
To address this problem, RCAN [10] proposed a residual in residual(RIR) to solve the difficulty of training deep SR network and a channel attention mechanism to improve the representation ability of SR network by discriminately treating the abundant low-frequency information across channels. As their approach can discriminately process image across channels, they still fail to settle the difficulty diversity on geometry, which has great potential to present a high-quality image SR.
Although above deep learning-based SR methods bring significant improvement of SISR, they use a unified model to process all regions of an image without considering Overview of our dual-way SR framework. Our framework consists of three key components: difficulty identifier module(DIM), mask generator and a dual-way SR network. Our dual-way SR network consists of two branches: a complex branch(CB) and a plain branch(PB). The CB is used to restore complex/hard patches as the PB is adopted to reconstructs plain/easy samples. DIM enforces the dual-way SR to yield superior results by applying different difficulty images into different branches.
the difficulty diversity at region-level. Generally, an image usually consists of some complex regions and some smooth/plain regions, but the difficulty of reconstructing them to high-resolution regions is not equal. As shown in Fig. 3 , EDSR [7] presents more superior results on complex/hard regions than SRCNN [5] , but it demonstrates poor restoration on smooth/plain regions. This shows that the difficulty level of all regions of an image is complicated. Therefore, it is suboptimal to use a single CNN to process all regions within an image. While a heavy model may reconstruct complex texture regions more accurately than a simple one, the simple model still shows better restoration quality in some regions.
To address this problem, we propose a novel difficulty-aware region-based SR approach that uses a dual-way SR network to demonstrate a difficulty-adaptive SR process. In our dual-way SR network, one way is trained to handle easy image regions better and another is trained to handle hard image regions better. To identify the difficulty of image regions, we propose a novel image difficulty recognition network based on PSNR prior that we observed in the SR task. Our SR approach will use the region mask produced by our difficulty recognition method to adaptively enforce the dual-way enhancement SR model for accurate image SR.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. First, we propose an image difficulty recognition network, which fully explores the PSNR prior knowledge to present a precise difficulty categorization. Second, we propose a novel difficulty-aware SR approach that can discriminately treat each region of an image for accurate SR. With the difficulty recognition network, our dualway SR network exhibits a high-quality restoration by alternatively utilizing different branches. Third, extensive experiments demonstrate that our approach achieves state-of-the-art performance on several standard benchmarks.
METHODOLOGY

Framework Overview
To treat image regions based on its difficulty discriminately, we propose a novel multi-branch SR framework that can be trained to perform accurate super-resolution. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , our proposed SR framework consists of three key components: 1) difficulty identifier module(DIM); 2) mask generator; and 3) a dual-way SR network. DIM is used for identifying the super-resolution difficulty of image regions/patches. We will detail our difficulty identifier and mask generator in Sec 1. Our dual-way SR network consists of two independent SR model, complex SR branch and plain SR branch, denoted as CB and PB respectively. In our framework, CB is trained to restore hard patches while PB is dedicated to reconstructing easy patches. Unlike other SR methods that use a full-size image SR inference, our framework demonstrates a novel SR procedure as follows. First, we divide an LR full image into patches with the size of 48×48. Then we input the patches into DIM. DIM generates a difficulty probability vector for each patch, where each item in the vector represent the possibility a patch belongs to the corresponding difficulty level. CB and PB reconstruct HR image with a feed-forward pipeline. Finally, our framework uses the masks generated from the mask generator to adaptively choose HR patches and recovers them into an HR full image.
Difficulty Identifier Module
Difficulty identifier module(DIM) is the key component for our framework to reconstruct images, the performance of dual-way SR network lies on the accuracy of DIM. As shown in Figure 3 , we visualize some results of Bicubic interpolation. It is obvious that the hard patch tends to exhibit higher PSNR value as simple/plain patches show lower a patch to a one-hot vector according to its Bicubic PSNR, and let y be a one-hot ground-truth label vector, x be an input patch and C be the set of 5 possible difficulty labels. Then we use a network F W parameterized by weights W as our difficulty identifier to learn a function mapping a patch to its difficulty level. Therefore, our goal is to find weights W * to minimize the following softmax cross entropy loss function, which is used in our method:
and z is non-transformed logit output of our difficulty identifier.
Let {c 1 , ..., c 5 } represents the 5 difficulty levels, and the difficulty level is ordered by the index. The greater the index, the harder it is. The output of our difficulty identifier for each patch is a probability vectorŷ ={p 1 , ..., p 5 }, where p i represents the possibility a patch falls in difficulty level c i , i = 1, 2, ..., 5.
Mask Generator
Our mask generator is used to generate mask by the probability vector from the difficulty identifier to help our framework adaptively enforce dual-way SR to yield superior results. Letŷ ={p 1 , ..., p 5 } represent the probability output of an LR patch after it is passed into our difficulty identifier, where p i represents the possibility a patch falls in difficulty level c i , i = 1, 2, ..., 5. If p 1 is the maximum value in vector y, the mask generator generates a one mask with the size of its corresponding reconstructed patch, otherwise, the mask generator generates a zero mask. Therefore, our mask generator can be model as:
With the help of the mask generator, we can adaptively enforce the dual-way SR as follow:
where I sr , F CB(I lr ) , F P B(I lr ) are the reconstructed patch and × represents dot multiplication.
Complex Branch and Plain Branch
In our approach, CB is used to recover hard images while we use PB for reconstructing easy images. We choose IDN [18] as the backbone of our CB as IDN is an efficient SR framework with competitive performance. Since Bicubic interpolation demonstrates superior performance in plain area with high efficiency, we adopt Bicubic interpolation as our PB. There are some advantages to our multi-branched SR framework. First, patch-wise SR can take full advantage of the powerful parallelism computation of GPU by reconstructing high-resolution patches in batch. Second, we can embrace the SR ability of different models for more accurate superresolution. For example, we can use a heavy model, such as EDSR, as the backbone of CB to reconstruct hard image patches more accurately while using a light-weight model as the backbone of PB to processing easy/plain image patches.
EXPERIMENTS
We first clarify the experimental settings about datasets, degradation models, evaluation metric, and training settings.
Datasets and Evaluation metrics
Following [19] , we use DIV2K as training set. For testing, we use four standard benchmark datasets, i.e., Set5, Set14, BSD100, Urban100 [20] for evaluation. We obtain the LR input with Bicubic downsample. Besides, We conduct the evaluation with PSNR and SSIM metrics on Y channel (i.e., luminance) of transformed YCbCr space.
Implementation details
Our framework adopts LeNet-5 [15] as the network backbone of our difficulty identifier, IDN [18] as the network backbone of our CB and Bicubic interpolation as our PB. The training procedure of our framework can be divided into two parts. The first part is the end-to-end training of our DIM. We use the dataset based on PSNR prior built by Bicubic to train the DIM. Another part is jointly end-to-end training the CB and PB with the help of DIM and mask generator. All patches will be passed through the DIM, CB, and PB to generate corresponding results. Only the reconstructed patches with one mask will be used to compute the loss and gradients of back-propagation, then the parameter of the corresponding SR branch is updated with gradients. Data augmentation is performed on DIV2K training set, which are randomly rotated by 90 • , 180 • , 270 • and flipped horizontally. In each training batch, 64 LR patches with the size of 48×48 are extracted as inputs. Our model is trained by ADAM optimizer [21] with β 1 = 0.9, β 2 =0.999, and = 10 −8 . The initial learning rate is set to 1e−4 and then decreases to half every 100 epoch. We use PyTorch [22] to implement our models with a Titan XP GPU.
Comparison with state-of-the-art methods
We compare our approach with state-of-the-art SR methods mainly on two commonly-used image quality metrics: PSNR and the structural similarity index(SSIM). The state-of-the-art methods we used are Bicubic, A+, SRCNN [5] , FSRCNN [6] , VDSR [16] , LapSRN [13] , MemNet [17] , and IDN [18] . Table 1 shows the quantitative comparisons on the Set5, Set14, B100, and Urban100 with factor ×2, ×3 and ×4. As illustrated in Table 1 , our approach surpasses IDN with a clear margin. Specifically, our approach outperforms IDN with 0.11 dB and 0.46 dB under factor ×2 on Set14 and Urban100, respectively. Moreover, our full model surpasses IDN with 0.22 dB and 0.08 dB on Set5 and Urban100 under factor ×3. As IDN is an efficient SR framework, our model still owns a superiority among state-of-the-art methods, which inherently verify the effectiveness of our model. When compared with the remaining models, our approach outperforms them by a large margin on Urban100 in term of the PSNR metric. A similar trend can also be observed for the SSIM score. Specifically, as illustrated in Table 1 , our approach achieves 0.50 dB, 0.36 dB, and 0.30 dB improvement over MemNet [17] on Urban100. Figure 4 visualizes some promising examples from B100 and Set14. We interpolate the Cb and Cr chrominance channels by the Bicubic method and translate YCbCr space to RGB space to generate color images for better views. We can observe that our approach restores sharper and clearer images with higher PSNR than other methods. As shown in Figure 4 , our model restore a clear structure with fewer artifacts.
Efficiency
We demonstrate an efficiency comparison to verify the practicability of our framework. As shown in Table 2 Fig. 4 : Qualitative comparisons on "89000" image from BSD100 and "ppt3" from Set14. 
Ablation study of PB and CB
In this section, we study the effects of each branch in our proposed approach, we disable one branch each time and compare their differences on different testing sets. Effects on the dataset with diverse difficulty. We first compare the performance of different SR branch on Urban100 benchmark dataset. We crop the LR images of Urban100 into patches with the size of 48×48 and the corresponding HR patches with the size of (48×scale)×(48×scale). We use all the patches as the input of PB, CB, and our integrated adaptive approach(PB + CB). Then we compute the PSNR values between the reconstructed patches and their HR patches. The results are shown in Table 3 . We can observe that PB and CB have different SR performance on the same testing set. CB can handle better than PB on datasets with diverse difficulty. Although the CB can achieve high PSNR, our dual-way adaptive approach achieves the best performance compared with CB and PB. This shows that our approach is an effective SR approach while handling dataset with diverse difficulty. Effects on the dataset with single difficulty. We further show the effect of PB and CB on the dataset with single difficulty. For simplicity, we crop pair patches from Ur-ban100, compute their PSNR values and divide them into two set(hard and easy) by their PSNR values. We set the threshold of PSNR value as 45. If the PSNR value of a pair patch exceeds 45, we divide it into easy patches set, otherwise dividing it into hard patches set. Table 4 shows the performance of PB and CB on hard/easy patches of Urban100. We can observe that PB and CB have different performance on the dataset with different difficulty. PB handle plain/easy images better than CB while CB process hard images better. This shows that a single model is hard to handle all regions with diverse difficulty well at the same time. We should embrace the different SR ability of different methods to produce more accurate results.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel dual-way adaptive SR approach that can discriminately process each image region of an image by its difficulty. Extensive experiments on several standard benchmarks demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
